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Questions to be addressed: what are the

1) physics issues for resonant 3-D magnetic field effects?,

2) key physics parameters for these physical effects?, and

3) resultant field error (FE), NTM and RMP effects in DIII-D?

Outline:

•Mysteries in RMP effects on H-mode pedestals in DIII-D

• Resonant 3-D effects—penetration, reconnection, islands, transport

• These effects have various manifestations in DIII-D:

FEs — penetration of δ ~B
3D

, spontaneous island forms, locked mode grows;

NTMs — require seed island, then island grows on resistive time scale;

RMPs — penetrate, transport increases and spreads radially without islands.

• Summary — a comprehensive picture may be emerging
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n = 2 RMP Experiment Exhibits Various Features

• At t >∼ 4707 ms

RMP-induced |δ ~B
3D
|

penetrates abruptly (∼
ms) at rational surface,

Te gradient is reduced

in q <∼ 8/2 = 4 region;

AND reduced gradient

region expands radially

from 4730 to 4810 ms

with ∼ constant | ~B
3D

pol|.

• Questions:

1) why is bifurcation of

plasma state so abrupt?

2) why does affected Te
region spread radially

at ∼ constant | ~B
3D

pol|?

Figure 1: Evolution of Te profile and magnetic field

components induced by n=2 RMPs. R. Nazikian

et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 105002 (2015).9
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Bifurcation Theory Of Responses To 3-D Fields

• Determining the effect of a 2/1 field error on an ohmic tokamak
plasma is a classic theory problem.1

• The axial cylindrical force induced by a field error1 can be adapted2

to a flux-surface-average (FSA) toroidal (~eζ ≡ R2~∇ζ ·) torque:

〈~eζ · δ ~J‖m/n×δ ~Bρm/n〉 ' −mini (4nc
2
A)

(
δBvac

ρm/n

B0

)2 [
(−ωτs)

∆′ 2 + (ωτδ)2

]
V δ(ρ− ρm/n)

V ′
,

in which δBvac
ρ m/n ≡ [δ ~B ·~∇ρ]ρm/n

, ω ≡ ~k ·~V i =⇒ n [ωE+(1/niqi)(dpi/dψ)], τδ ' δη ρm/n/(η/µ0)

is δη singular-layer resistive diffusion time, and ∆′ ∼ −2m is tearing mode instability index.

• The effects of this field-error-induced toroidal torque are1

1) ωτs � 1: flow-screening of external δBvac
ρm/n on q=m/n rational surface,

2) ωτs <∼ 1: toroidal torque ∝ (δBvac
ρm/n)2 in δη layer at rational surface, which

3) can bifurcate plasma state to zero rotation frequency ω on rational surface.

• Theory gets modified somewhat in hot tokamak plasmas:

ω → ω⊥e, narrower layers δη, competing plasma (ion) torques are different.

1R. Fitpatrick, “Interaction of tearing modes with external structures in cylindrical geometry,” Nucl. Fusion 33, 1049 (1993).
2J.D. Callen, topical review paper on “Effects of 3D Magnetic Perturbations on Toroidal Plasmas,” Nucl. Fusion 51, 094026 (2011).
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Torque Balance Yields Bifurcation To 3-D ~B Penetration

• Toroidal torques are exerted on the plasma by all non-ambipolar
(Γna

s ) density fluxes,3 including inertial ones (ψ′p ≡ dψp/dρ = RBp):

mini〈R2〉
∂Ωt

∂t
= eψ′p

[
Γ3D
e (Eρ)− Γequil

i (Eρ)
]
+ · · · , Γ3D

e (Eρ) ∝ ω⊥e |δBplasma
ρm/n |

2 ∼ ω⊥e
|δBvac

ρm/n|2

∆′ 2 + (ω⊥eτδ)2
.

• Torque balance is in equilibrium when non-ambipolar fluxes of
electrons Γ3D

e (Eρ) and ions Γequil
i (Eρ) are equal =⇒ ambipolar Eρ.

• Time scale for Ωt(Eρ) to reach equilibrium is estimated by taking
account of the radial force balance equation Ωt = Eρ/RBp + · · · :
mini〈R2〉

∂Ωt

∂t
= eΓ3D

e (Eρ)ψ
′
p + · · · = −mini µ

3D
eζ 〈R

2〉ω⊥e + · · · , in which (flutter model4)

µ3D
eζ ≡ D3D

et /%
2
Sp ∼ |δB

plasma
ρm/n |

2, %Sp ≡ cS/ωcip is the ion sound gyroradius in poloidal field Bp,

ω⊥e ≡ [Eρ+(dpe/dρ+0.71ne dTe/dρ)/nee]/RBp is perpendicular electron flow frequency.

For 3-D RMP effects D3D
et ∼ 1 m2 s−1, %Sp ∼ 0.02 m =⇒ τ 3D

eζ ∼ 1/µ3D
eζ
<∼ 1 ms.

• Thus, requirements and time scale for 3-D field penetration are:

for penetration of 3-D field at rational surface |Γ3D
e (Eρ)| > |Γequil

i (Eρ)|, and

1) time scale for bifurcation to ω⊥e ' 0 plasma state is τ 3D
eζ ∼ 1/µ3D

eζ ∼ ms.

3J.D. Callen, A.J. Cole, & C.C. Hegna, “Toroidal flow and radial particle flux in tok. plasmas,” Phys. Pl. 16, 082504 (2009); Errat. 20, 069901 (2013).
4J.D. Callen, A.J. Cole & C.C. Hegna, “Resonant-magnetic-perturbation-induced plasma transport in H-mode pedestals,” Phys. Pl. 19, 112505 (2012).
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RMPs Induce Changes In Vicinity Of q=8/2=4 Surface

• From before (t2) to af-
ter (t3) RMP-induced
bifurcation

ω⊥e is reduced to near

zero facilitating RMP

penetration at q = 4,

and gradients of Te, ne at

q=4 are reduced by

factors of 7;

BUT reduced gradients

at t3 remain larger than

an island would produce.

• A question:

3) what transport pro-

cesses reduce gradients?
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Figure 2: RMPs induce changes in profiles from

before (t2) to after (t3) penetration, bifurcation.

R. Nazikian et al., PRL 114, 105002 (2015).9
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Theory: What Can Happen After 3-D Field Penetration?

• Reconnection: Magnetic field lines reconnect in thin resistive layer4

δη ' ctLS/kθλe ('2 mm, ct'3, RMPs) at q = m/n rational surface.

• Does an island grow? There are two possibilities (next viewgraph):

if δη or initial “seed island” of width winit ' 4
√
δBplasma

ρm/n (ρm/n)LS/kθBt0 is larger

than the ion banana width parameter wib ≡
√
ε %θi, an island can grow, BUT,

if δη < wib, island width is limited to ∼ δη (ion polarization current damps it),

and the δBplasma
ρm/n perturbation decays unless it is driven continuously.

• Evolution and transport: Then, m/n magnetic field perturbation

δBplasma
ρm/n expands radially away from the initial ∼ δη or winit width:

growing island (max{δη,winit} > wcrit) — width grows on resistive time scale,

and radial transport within expanding island region is effectively infinite,

which causes the Te profile to be flat within the island;

limited island (w∼δη<wcrit) — 2) driven δBplasma
ρm/n remains constant at q=m/n,

but spreads radially away from δη region, and 3) induces additional transport.
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Island Growth Requires Layer Width δη OR Initial

Island Width winit > ion banana width parameter wib
5

5R.J. La Haye, R.J. G.L. Jackson, T.C. Luce, K.E.J. Olofsson, W.M. Solomon and F. Turco, “Insights Into m/n=2/1 Tearing Mode Stability Based
on Initial Island Growth Rate in DIII-D ITER Baseline Scenario Discharges,” paper O5.134 at 41st EPS Conference Berlin 2014.

• Island growth rate dw/dt

is governed by the Modified

Rutherford Equation (MRE)

dw/dt = · · · , which is

negative (damping) due to ion

polarization current if island

width w < wcrit ' 1.3 wib,

but can be positive (growing)

for ∆′ tearing modes, NTMs

if w > wcrit ' 1.3 wib.

• Growth of w occurs if

layer width δη >∼ wcrit OR

initial width winit
>∼ wcrit.

growth

damping

NTM

RMP

FE

dW
 dt

δη/3wib

Figure 3: MRE dw/dt indicates island growth

for5 w >∼ wcrit ' 0.43×3wib ' 1.3 wib, oth-

erwise damping. Red bars are normalized

layer widths δη/3wib for DIII-D 3-D effects.
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What 3-D Resonant Field Effects Need To Be Explained?

• Field Error (FE) observations6 with δη'3.3 cm > wib' 0.8 cm:

δ ~B
3D

penetrates at low ne, spontaneous island forms, locked mode grows.

• NTM observations5 with δη'0.5 cm < wib'1.1 cm:

requires seed island, island ultimately grows on resistive time scale.

• RMP suppression of ELMs9 with δη'0.2 cm < wib'1.5 cm:

δ ~B
3D

penetrates, transport increases and spreads radially without islands.
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Resonant Field Error (FE) Case6 In DIII-D

• Low ne threshold for δBρ 2/1 penetration, |Γ3D
e (Eρ)| > |Γequil

i (Eρ)|.
• 2/1 mode “grows out of noise” because δη'3.3 cm > wcrit' 1 cm.

• 2/1 locked mode δBρ 2/1 grows on the resistive time scale.

6R.J. La Haye, C. Paz-Soldan and E.J. Strait, “Lack of dependence on resonant error field of locked mode island size in ohmic plasmas in DIII-D,”
Nucl. Fusion 55, 023011 (2015).
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Figure 4: Locked mode (III: detected by edge saddle loops, ESL) is induced by

decreasing ne, then grows out of noise spontaneously on resistive time scale.
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Neoclassical Tearing Mode7,8 (NTM) Case5 In DIII-D

• Plasma is metastable; a seed island is required7,8 to excite NTM.

• If seed is too small, it decays because δη∼0.5 cm < wcrit∼1.4 cm;
but if large enough (i.e., winit > wcrit), it induces a growing island.

• NTM-island-induced δB2/1 grows on the resistive time scale.7

7Z. Chang et al., “Observation of Nonlinear Pressure-Gradient-Driven Tearing Modes,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 4663 (1995).
8R.J. La Haye, review paper on “Neoclassical tearing modes and their control,” Phys. Plasmas 13, 055501 (2005).
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Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) Case In DIII-D9

• Effects, causes and requirements for ELM suppression with RMPs:

A minimum I coil current is required for ELM suppression

— ? is δBvac
ρm/n penetration requirement obtained from |Γ3D

e (Eρ)| > |Γequil
i (Eρ)|?

ELMs are suppressed by RMPs only in narrow q95 windows

— ? occurs whenm/2 rational surface is where ω⊥e is small (<∼ |∆′|/τδ∼103/s?)

and P-B mode drive (∼ 2 δη |d2P/dρ2|?) is largest near pedestal top?

No large scale (>∼ 0.5 cm?) islands are observed

— ? because δη'0.2 cm<wcrit'1.9 cm so polarization current damps them?

After penetration, δBplasma
ρm/n at rational surface remains about constant

— ? it is a driven response with w ∼ δη, not an unstable, growing island?

Reduced Te gradient spreads slowly radially away from q = 4 surface

— ? RMP-induced δBplasma
ρm/n spreads radially via ω⊥e changes, δ ~B

3D
spreading?

Te gradient is approximately constant over this expanding radial region

— ? caused by flutter transport as δBplasma
ρm/n expands radially from δη layer?

9R. Nazikian et al. “Pedestal Bifurcation and Resonant Field Penetration at the Threshold of Edge-Localized Mode Suppression in the DIII-D
Tokamak,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 105002 (2015).
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Rotation (∼ Eρ) Increases Simultaneously With B3D
pol

• At >∼ 4707 ms

inner wall magnetic reso-

nant field B3D
pol jumps up,

and simultaneously the

CER-inferred (∆t ' 5 ms)

edge rotation increases,

because electric field Eρ
increases in response to
non-ambipolar electron flux

caused by field line recon-

nections in δη layer at the

m/2 rational surface.

• From 4730–4810 ms

both the rotation and

B3D
pol are roughly constant

as the reduced Te gradient

region expands radially (p 2).
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Figure 6: Edge rotation and resonant n=2 RMP-

induced B3D
pol bifurcate into ELM-suppressed

state at >∼ 4707 ms for Fig. 2 case (p2) in R.

Nazikian et al., PRL 114, 105002 (2015).9
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SUMMARY: Interpretation Of FE, NTM, RMP Effects

• 1) Bifurcation to penetrated state occurs in τ 3D
eζ ∼ 1/µ3D

eζ ∼ ms.

• Penetration occurs for large enough δBvac
ρm/n, small ω⊥e at q=m/n.

• Field lines reconnect in thin δη layers at rational surfaces.

• Induced magnetic island can be unstable and grow if

δη >∼ wcrit ' 1.3 wib — large enough resistive layer width, OR

winit
>∼ wcrit ' 1.3 wib — large enough seed island.

• Region affected expands radially away from δη,winit at q=m/n

with growing δBplasma
ρm/n ∝ w(t)2 if island is growing, but

2) with ∼ constant δBplasma
ρm/n on rational surface if driven w is limited to ∼ δη.

• Radial plasma transport in radially expanding region is

effectively infinite which causes flat Te profile within growing island region, but

3) may be caused by flutter transport if driven island width is limited to ∼ δη.
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